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SYNOPSIS

Directed by Chris Paine (Who Killed The Electric Car?) and executive produced by Chris Paine and Tiffany Asakawa, Do You Trust This Computer? examines the promises and perils of this developing era.

Science fiction has long anticipated the rise of machine intelligence. Today, a new generation of self-learning computers has begun to reshape every aspect of our lives. Incomprehensible amounts of data are being created, interpreted, and fed back to us in a tsunami of apps, personal assistants, smart devices, and targeted advertisements. Virtually every industry on earth is experiencing this transformation, from job automation, to medical diagnostics, even military operations. Do You Trust This Computer? explores the promises and perils of our new era. Will A.I. usher in an age of unprecedented potential, or prove to be our final invention?

Featuring influential minds, including but not limited to: former Google Brain co-founder & director Andrew Ng, co-founder and CEO of Affectiva Rana el Kaliouby, Osaka University robotic engineer Hiroshi Ishiguro, engineer & entrepreneur Elon Musk, OpenAI director Shivon Zilis, and co-showrunner of HBO's Westworld, Jonathan Nolan.

Find us at DoYouTrustThisComputer.org

@DoYouTrust @DoYouTrustThisComputer

- Papercut Films - dyttcpr@gmail.com
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INTERVIEWEES
James Barrat
David Ferrucci
Christine Fox
Sean Gourley
Hannes Grassegger
Brian Herman
Eric Horvitz
Hiroshi Ishiguro
Enrique Jacome
Rana el Kaliouby
Jerry Kaplan
Michal Kosinski
Ray Kurzweil
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John Markoff
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Andrew Ng
Jonathan Nolan
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Peter Singer
Max Tegmark
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Justin Wisz
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FIELD PRODUCERS
Ellen Hunter
Jonathan Taylor
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JAPAN UNIT

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Robin Probyn

SOUND
Tomo Kitani

FIXER
Shin Jojiki

TRANSLATORS
Cameron Lombardo
Mayu McCartt

CAMERA OPERATORS
John Behrens
Jason Blalock
Ian Congdon
Scott Cramer
Kris Denton
Lincoln Else
Jason Mongue
Kate Phelan
Liz Rubin
Petr Stepanek
Jessica Young

FIRST ASSISTANT CAMERA
Rasmey Chan Chhoun
Daniel Feighery
Percio Luciano
Laura Nespola
John C. Reyes
Dillon Scheps
Elise Teller
Rene Vargas
Michael Wade Young
Joseph Zamjahn
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SOUND
Ryan Agostino
Steven Bonarrigo
Jason Brooks
Doug Dunderdale
Glenn Gaines
Paul Graff
Marla Hettinger
Stacy Hruby
Keenan Jensen
Kadet Kuhne
Reza Moosavi
David Nolte
Eric Perez
Theresa Radka
Taylor Roy
Len Schmitz
Bill Stefanacci
Donny Tam
Phil Turner

GAFFERS
Ronald Arredando
Justin Cain
William Fanning
John Frisbie
Jason Hubert
Neil Kelly
Margot Kingon
Ken Perham
Michael J. Piekutowski
Christopher Ruedy
Joseph Edward Scott
Brett Sims
Lee Spencer
Christopher Williams

KEY GRIPS
Ryan Bradley
Shun Goldin
Neil Kelly
Grzegorz Waszczuk
Kieran Waugh
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BEST BOYS
Brant Beland
Lukas Hencey
Brian Perry

UTILITY / SWING
Ian Spilman

DIT
Yousur Alhou
Nikita Carpenter
Theresa Desautels
Daniel Feighery
Ashley Gervais
Deana Mitchell
Matthew G. Nelson
Alan Sanchez
Christopher Schodt
Brent Thompson

DRONE OPERATORS
Adam Gibson
Stuart Stevenson

MAKE-UP ARTISTS
Vanessa Mitchell
Marissa Vossen
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EDITOR
Lauren Saffa

ADDITIONAL EDITING
Tom Asakawa

ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Faroukh Virani

ASSISTANT EDITORS
John Carner
Megan Chomskis
Spencer Koobatian
Brian Merrick

ASSISTANT MUSIC SUPERVISOR
Kathleen Hasay

GRAPHICS & ANIMATION
Lung Animation

WEB DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
Christopher Reed

RIGHTS AND CLEARANCES SUPERVISOR
Meghan Geier
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DIGITAL POST FINISHING FACILITY
Sim Los Angeles

COLORIST
John Persichetti

ONLINE EDITOR
Carlos Verdugo

FLAME VFX ARTIST
Boyd Stephan

DATA MANAGER
Ian Brankin

SIM LOS ANGELES POST PRODUCER
Annalise Kurinski

SIM LOS ANGELES POST EXECUTIVE
Michael Levy

SOUND SERVICES BY
Warner Bros. Post Production Creative Services

SOUND DESIGNER
Paul Hackner

MIX TECHNICIAN
Brian Tarlecki

STAGE ENGINEER
Kurt Godwin
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ANIMATION AND VISUAL EFFECTS DEPARTMENT

COMPOSING AND ANIMATION
  Jannes Hendrikz

PRODUCTION ASSISTANT AND CAMERA OPERATOR
  Simone Rademeyer

3D ANIMATORS
  Claudio Pavan
  Arri Reschke
  Milan Marincowitz
  Romy Latter

3D ANIMATION PRODUCER
  Jean Mortlock

DANCER
  Jessica Smith

TRANSCRIPTIONS
  Production Transcripts

PRODUCTION ASSISTANTS
  Rachel Armiger
  Shawn Baldwin
  Katie Boyden
  Kelly Boyle
  Tallie Gabriel
  Emily Marie Gibson
  Keith Lee
  Daphne Matziaraki
  Deana Mitchell
  Mitzi Mock
  Kathryn Nebel
  Matthew G. Nelson
  Hudson Paine
  Eleanor Rabinowitz
  Kathleen Seccombe
  Brent Thompson
  Jarvis Vance
  Hunter Vossen
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EXTRAS

Debra Adut
Gary Alexis Jr.
Adam Angerer
Caitlin Arend
Kelsey Codoley
Ede Crowder
Colette Divine
Shaimaa Farid
Alexis Griggsby
Anrique Griggsby
Marian Ikora-Kosorochukwu
Allan Jeane
Adam Kattan
Xander Kleiman
Jacqueline Knez-Ramirez
Nathael Knobler
Tatiana Kusmin
Kyle Lam
Alita LaShae
Julia Luisi
Noah Marfori
Erick Marquez
Rebecca Mitchell
Rachel Moore
Cole Murphy
Joe Ortiz
Hazel Paraoan
Tim Peyton
Alondra Ramirez
Sarah Replogle
Noelani Riehle
Isaac Rockwell
Jacob Rockwell
Marshall Rockwell
Vladislav Romanovskiy
Claudio Scandella
Teresa Shea
Michael Skrzat
Wendy Tahara
Alex Khashchuluun Tamir
Brent Thompson
Jarvis Vance
Christine Vicente
Hunter Vossen
Kook Yang

VOX POPULI
Nicole Darr
Elvira Diaz de Leon
Kristy DuPre
Kristy DuPree
Janet Gregory
Shanna Nelson
Brenda Petry
Shaqwen Winston
Jamal Younis
Mira Younis
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DEVELOPMENT UNIT

CO-PRODUCER
Sara Hutchison

STORY & ROBOTICS CONSULTANT
Roger G. Gilbertson

ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Merritt Lear

ASSISTANT EDITOR
Brian Ott

VISUAL EFFECTS CONSULTANT
Leslie Ekker

STORYBOARD ARTIST
Trevor Brown

THE FILMMAKERS WOULD LIKE TO EXTEND THEIR PERSONAL THANKS TO THE FOLLOWING FOR THEIR CONTRIBUTIONS IN THE MAKING OF THIS FILM:

Beyond Pix Studios
Burning Man
Eastside Camera Services
Eisenhower Medical
Milton Academy, First Grade Class of 2016
Mob Scene
SuperGravity Films

Brooke Baron                        Kevin Kelly
Alan Blomquist                      Sandra Kimberly
Dana Brunetti                       Christof Koch
Elissa Butterfield                 Sonja Koch
Matthew Carnahan                   Tomas McCabe
Vicki Cheung                        Mary & Ward Paine
Ross Fremer                        Rob Peterson
Jackie Hayenga                     Ellie Rabinovitz
Coburn Hawk                        Rae Richman
Andrew Karstens                    Jake Ryan
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Adam Schulman  
Nathaniel Short  
Eric Sloss  
Chanel Tsai  

Jacquie Van Wagner  
Jesse Voccia  
Deborah Windham  
Jessica R. Yurasek  

Sam Altman  
Guruduth Banavar  
Seth Baum  
Nick Bostrom  
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Keir Dullea  
Dileep George  
Jeff Hawkins  
Timothy Hornyak  
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Gordon Moore  
Norio Ota  
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Erin Reynolds  
Philip Rosedale  
Ned Sahin  
Jürgen Schmidhuber  
Seth Shostak  
Rick Smolan  
Ilya Sutskever  
Tomotaka Takahashi  
Astro Teller  
Junichi Tsujii  
Patricia Wyskocil  
Wojciech Zaremba  

Eddie Grey  
Havana Grey  
Justin Hawbaker  
Katie Hawbaker  
Major Manask  
Kathryn Kluge  
Kim Kluge  
Lily Kluge  
Beatrice Leighton  
Maribelle Martin  
Sara Lowry  

Luke Lowry  
Aurora Lowry  
Keya Nkonoki  
Jai Nkonoki-Ward  
Zena Scharf  
Lua Neroulias-Scharf  
Alfonzo Wilson  
Karen Wilson  
Tuesday Wilson  
Wade Wilson  

Kiva Ahuru  
Anurah Ajay  
Jessica Andrich  
Aijun Bai  
Yusuf Bugra Erol  
Tiffany Cheung  
Rory French  
Abhishekh Gupta  

William Guss  
Dylan Hadfield-Menell  
Gautham Kesineni  
Smitha Milli  
James Musk  
Joshua Price  
Daniel Reichman  
Tomas Vega
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MUSIC

“The Time Machine”
Written by Jean-Michel Jarre and Alexander Ridha
Performed by Jean-Michel Jarre & Boys Noize
Published by Boysnoize Publishing GmbH
Administered by Kobalt Music Publishing America, Inc. and Francis Dreyfus Music (SACEM) obo Electronica Publishing Ltd (SACEM) By arrangement with BMG Rights Management (US) LLC
Courtesy of Sony Music Entertainment Germany GmbH
By arrangement with Sony Music Licensing

“Endgame”
Written by Alan Myson
Performed by Alan Myson
Published by Just Isn’t Music, administered by Third Side Music
Courtesy of Ninja Tune Limited o/b/o Alan Myson

“Man Plus”
Written by Rian Trench & John Mcelheron
Performed by Solar Bears
Published by Warp Publishing
Courtesy of Sunday Best / [PIAS] 2016

“Intro”
Written by Oliver David Sim, Romy Anna Madley Croft, James Thomas Smith, and Baria Qureshi
Performed by The xx
Published by Universal - PolyGram International Publishing, Inc. on behalf of Universal Music Publishing Ltd.
Courtesy of Young Turks/XL Recordings

“Gangnam Style”
Written by Jai Sang Park and Gun Hyung Yoo
Performed by Psy
Published by Universal Tunes on behalf of itself and Music of Sheba and Sony/ATV Music Publishing Korea
Courtesy of Republic Records under license from Universal Music Enterprises

“The Next Level”
Written & Performed by Jamie Paul Hyatt
Courtesy of Extreme Music

“Do Matter”
Written by Andrew Turner & Edward Handley
Performed by Plaid
Published by Warp Publishing
Courtesy of Warp Records

“Heavy Drug”
Written by Joel Cadbury, James Lavelle, Pablo Clements, James Griffith, Aidan Lavelle, David Bateman
Performed by Unkle
Published by Lullabies And War Cries Songs Administered by Kobalt Music Publishing America, Inc., Hosmer Music, Pablo Clements publishing designee, Aidan Lavelle publishing designee, David Bateman publishing designee and Campbell Connelly & Co LTD
Courtesy of Surrender All Ltd. by Arrangement with Zync Music Group LLC

“Angel”
Written by Horace Andy, Robert del Naja, Grant Marshall, Andrew Vowles
Published by BMG and Universal Music Publishing
Performed by Massive Attack
Courtesy of Virgin Records

“Case in Point”
Written & Performed by Stefano Ruggeri
Courtesy of Extreme Music

“My Song 4 Low Mode”
Written by Paul Matthew Crowder
Performed by Glorious
Courtesy of Crowderville Inc.
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“Good to Great”
Written & Performed by Rupert Lyddon & Jack Lonergan
Courtesy of Extreme Music

“Sweet Unrest”
Written by Sascha Ring and Patrick Christensen
Performed by Apparat
Published by Random Noize Musick GmbH (GEMA) and Budde Music Publishing GmbH (GEMA) Administered by Downtown Music Publishing LLC and Bosworth Music GMBH
Courtesy of Mute
By arrangement with Bank Robber Music

“Big Magic”
Written & Performed by Stefano Ruggeri
Courtesy of Extreme Music

“First Fires”
Written by Larry Brown, Simon Green, and Mike Lesirge
Performed by Bonobo ft Grey Reverend
Published by Just Isn’t Music, administered by Third Side Music and Simon Charles Green Administered by Kobalt Music Publishing America, Inc.
Courtesy of Ninja Tune Limited

“Zero to Sixty”
Written by Simon Steadman & T.T. Magruber
Performed by Magnus
Courtesy of Extreme Music

“Separate From The Arc”
Written by Rian Trench & John Mcelheron
Performed by Solar Bears
Published by Warp Publishing
Courtesy of Sunday Best / [PIAS] 2016

“Start From Here”
Written & Performed by Rupert Lyddon & Max De Wardener
Courtesy of Extreme Music

“The Art of More”
Written by Francois Rousseau
Performed by Circ
Courtesy of Extreme Music

"Drunken Synth"
Written by Sean Ou Tim
Performed by Mr Sakitumi
Courtesy of Secret Asian Man Productions

“Missile High Club”
Written & Performed by Laurent Dury
Courtesy of Extreme Music

“Untitled 8”
Written by Orri Pall Dyrason, Kjartan Sveinsson, Jon Thor Birgisson, and Georg Holm
Performed by Sigur Rós
Published by Universal PolyGram International Publishing, Inc. on behalf of Universal Music Publishing Ltd.
Courtesy of Sigur Rós

“Firesuite”
Written by Andy Williams, Jez Williams, and Jim Goodwin
Performed by Doves
Published by EMI Music Publishing LTD
Courtesy of EMI Records Ltd. under license from Universal Music Enterprise
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FOOTAGE & IMAGES PROVIDED BY

British Pathe
Classic Images
CNN
Framepool
Hod Lipson
“Jeopardy!” courtesy of Jeopardy Productions, Inc.
QuinEtiam/Pond5
Shutterstock.com
Videoblocks
WXYZ-TV
ApexStock/Getty Images
BBC Motion Gallery Editorial/BBC Archive/Getty Images
BBC Universal/Getty Images
BFI HD Collection/Getty Images
Erik Van Ingen/Getty Images
Grinberg, Paramount, Pathe Newsreels/Getty Images
Helifilms/Getty Images
ImagesBazaar/Getty Images
Jay Wander/Getty Images
Justin Sullivan/Getty Images
mack2happy/Getty Images
nmldn/Getty Images
Onyx Media, Llc/Getty Images
OpticFlow/Getty Images
Reda Archives/Getty Images
Rufus Wondre/Getty Images
selincevizli/Getty Images
staticnak1983/Getty Images
Stockshare/Getty Images
The Lighthouse Film Co, Inc./Getty Images
The March of Time/Getty Images
Time Image/Getty Images
Treedo/Getty Images
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ADDITIONAL MATERIAL BY

‘2001 A Space Odyssey' / MGM / Stanley Kubrick
‘Advanced Tank, Missile Formations Pass Through Tian’anmen Square in Military Parade' / China Central Television
‘Aggressive’ Al destroys veteran pilot in air combat simulator' / Danielle Muoio / Business Insider
Al Watson / Blogspot
AiirSource Military / 'US Marines Futuristic Combat Robots In Action'
‘Air Force Says $400B F-35 Should Be Ready For Combat in August' / Mark Swanson / Newsmax
Air Sea Battle Video Game / Atari Interactive Inc.
Al Jazeera America News / Al Jazeera Media Network
AlphaGo Match / Google DeepMind
‘AlphaGo retires from competitive Go after defeating world number one 3-0' / Sam Byford / The Verge
Amazon.com, Inc.
AOL / Oath Inc.
Apple Conference / Apple Inc.
Armed Forces Update / 'SUPersonic Stealth UAV named Taranis unveiled in United Kingdom'
‘Artificial Intelligence: A Modern Approach' / Stuart Russell
Asteroids Video Game / Atari Interactive Inc.
‘Athisaya Piravi' / Lakshmi Productions / SP Muthuraman
‘Atomic Café’ / Libra Films / The Archives Project / Jaynes Loader, Kevin Rafferty, and Pierce Rafferty
Baxter Robot / Rethink Robotics
BBC News / BBC
BBC News / BBC / 'Russia’s military might on show during Victory Day parade'
Bloomberg News / Bloomberg L.P.
Boston Dynamics / ‘What’s new, Atlas?’
Boston Dynamics / 'Atlas, The Next Generation'
Boston Dynamics / 'Cheetah Robot runs 28.3 mph; a bit faster than Usain Bolt'
Boston Dynamics / 'Introduction Spot'
Boston Dynamics / 'Military Robots'
Buzzfeed, Inc.
CBS Evening News / CBS Broadcasting Inc.
CBS News / CBS Broadcasting Inc.
Cheap Flights / The Priceline Group
‘China shows off military might with big parade' / Host Broadcaster / AP
Chris Crocker / 'Leave Britney Alone'
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CNBC / NBC Universal / 'Davos 2016 - The Future of Growth: Technology-Driven, Human-Centred'

‘Combat AI beats the Air Force's top tactical experts' / Andrew Dalton / Engadget

Combat Video Game / Atari Interactive Inc.

Concordia / 'The Power of Big Data and Psychographics'

'Danger! And Other Stories' / Arthur Conan Doyle

Davincipop / 'The OMG Cat'

‘Donald Trump Speaks with Australian PM Turnbull From The White House’ / Drew Angerer

Donkey Kong Video Game / Nintendo of America Inc.

‘Dow Crashes 504 points, Wall St. crisis' / New York Post

‘DOW suddenly dropped 1,000 points' / WIBVTV / CNN

Drone strikes / US Military

eBay Inc.

‘Enemy of the State' / Touchstone Pictures and Jerry Bruckheimer Films / Tony Scott

ESPN Internet Ventures / Walt Disney

‘Ex Machina' / Universal Pictures / Film4 and DNA Films / Alex Garland

Expedia / Expedia Inc.

‘Experts warn against autonomous weapons use' / CNN

Facebook, Inc.

‘Fake News Outperformed Real News on Facebook in Months Leading Up To Election' / FOX News

Fighter jets / US Navy

Financial Times / 'DeepMind's social agenda plays to its AI strengths'

‘Forbidden Planet' / MGM / Fred M. Wilcox

FOX Business / FOX News / FOX News Network

Fund of Perspective Researches of Russia / Latest Military News / 'Development of the Russian DARPA: humanoid robot FEDOR [footage of the testing of the robot]' 

Gary Brolsma / 'Numa Numa Kid'

Ghyslain Raza / 'Star Wars Kid'

‘Google Acquires Artificial Intelligence Startup DeepMind For More Than $500M' / Catherine Shu / Tech Crunch

Google LLC

‘Google's DeepMind makes AI program that can learn like a human' / Ian Sample / The Guardian

GOP Varietéshow / 'Tablecloth trick fail'

Guardian News and Media

Hank Schyma / 'The Ultimate Lightning Storm - In Slow Motion'

HBO / VICE News / AI Poker Bots Are Beating The World's Best Players (HBO)

‘High speed trading fueled flash crash' / Maureen Farrell / CNN Money

‘Hillary, pizza and a phony sex scandal: the power of 'fake news' / AFP / The Daily Mail

Historisk Film / 'Fantastic German WWI Submarine Film (1914-1918)'

Home Video Licensing / 'Cat in a polo shirt'
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Homefry815 / 'Polite bear waves hello'
Hong Kong riots / Hong Kong Cable TV
‘How 'all hell broke loose' on flash crash Friday' / Jennifer Hughes and Leo Lewis / Financial Times
IBM / 'Watson and the Jeopardy! Challenge'
Jens Eser / goDRN / 'ZDF: Google Doku 2016 (Aerials of Silicon Valley & San Fransisco 1080p)'
KMYMedia / 'Rainy City - Timelapse - HDV 0289'
Kuratas Robot / Suidobashi Heavy Industry
‘Leading Experts Sign an Open Letter Calling For a Ban On AI Weapons' / George Dvorsky / GIZMODO
LiamKyleSullivan / 'Muffins'
Lockheed Martin / 'CAST Makes Autonomous Convoys a Reality'
Los Angeles Times
‘Matrix' / Warner Brothers and Roadshow Entertainment / Village Roadshow Pictures, Groucho II Film Partnership, and Silver Pictures / The Wachowski Brothers
Max Clever Sports Marketing / 'Antelope Attacks Biker'
Max Lee / 'Times Square'
Microsoft Datacenters / 'Microsoft Datacenter Tour'
‘Microsoft is deleting its AI chatbot’s incredibly racist tweets' / Rob Price / Business Insider
Missle Command Video Game / Atari Interactive Inc.
MSN / Microsoft Corporation
MSNBC / NBC News / NBC Universal
‘Mussolini Speech Taranto' / LUCE
National Geographic / 'Drones Sacrificed for Spectacular Volcano Video'
Nature Video / 'The Computer that Mastered Go'
NBC News / NBC Universal
NBC News / NBC Universal / 'This is How Police Used a Robot Bomb to Kill the Dallas Gunman'
Nightline: Late Evening News / ABC News / ABC News Network
Oscar Arribas / '25-S PROTESTERS ENCIRCLE THE SPANISH PARLIAMENT IN MADRID. POLICE RIOTS AND DISTURBS'
Pac Man Video Game / Atari Interactive Inc.
‘Pope Francis shocks world, endorses Donald Trump for president' / Reuters
PressTV News Videos / 'Polls: Brexit campaign gaining momentum in UK'
Quartz / Dave Gershgorn
Reed Timmer / 'Extreme up-close video of tornado near Wray, CO!'
‘RoboCop' / Orion Pictures / Paul Verhoeven
Rozzzafly / 'Surprised Kitty (Original)'
Samsung
Self Driving Tesla / Tesla
September 11, 1933 article / The New York Times
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BURNING MAN PROJECT ARTWORK
“Identity Awareness”
Shane Pitzer

INSURANCE
RSC Insurance Brokerage - CA

LEGAL SERVICES BY
Lincoln Bandlow
Fox Rothschild

DISTRIBUTION ADVISORY SERVICES – Cinetic Media
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